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provided him with an easy opportunity for learning the
art of government, that he would probably never have
gained if he had been born without it.
When his mother became ill and for about two years
after her death. Maxwell was educated by a tutor who
reported that his pupil was slow at learning. Maxwell's
aunt presently discovered that the tutor had tried to bully
knowledge into him, sometimes smiting his head with a
ruler and twisting his ears uritil they bled. His father
seems to have failed to notice these methods or accepted
them as conventional. His Biographer was convinced that
"a certain hesitation of manner and obliquity of reply,"
which remained with him through life, were due to this
early bullying. One of cousin Jemima's most fascinating
drawings depicts James sailing in a tub in the middle of the
pond, while his tutor is trying to hook him out with a hay-
rake before an audience of his father, aunt, cousin, two
playmate sons of labourers, four ducks and a dog.
The duration of James* oppression by the tutor seems
to have been partly due to his own reticence. He could
be quietly obstinate and probably wished to defeat him
without external aid. Perhaps his feeling of class superiority
also prompted him not to complain under the oppression of
a half-educated member of a lower class. The tutor was
probably a worthy youth who had learned some Latin in a
rough school and did not know how to teach it by any
other method. He must have been perplexed by the diffi-
culty of the application of barrack-square methods to a
child of a higher social class and of exceptional intelligence
and character,
His father decided that other arrangements for his
education must be made, and after much consideration
placed him in the Edinburgh Academy, then a new school
not yet twenty years old, very popular with the higher
professional classes. He was ten years old and remained
at the school until he was sixteen. During these years and
the three following Maxwell lived at his aunt's in Edinburgh
during term and spent his holidays at "Glenlair."
Though Mr. Maxwell had thought carefully about his

